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Salt Table
ALL SALT TABLE #1
SELLERS BY CATAGORY
#1 BALSAMIC VINEGAR
100% Natural Signature Balsamic
Vinegars ! We now offer two sizes for
our Balsamic Vinegar as as well as
Infused Oils .The beautiful reusable
cruets are sealed with a cork and wax
(Note: A corkscrew is required to
open). Also try the larger, elegant tall
bottles with the pourer! They are
wonderful on any table and make
great gifts!
FRESH FIG BALSAMIC VINEGAR
Collectable Cruets (8 ounce) $12.95
Elegant Tall Bottles (12 ounces)
$16.95

#1 DIP MIX
Fresh-tasting dip loaded with dill and
subtly flavored with onion, garlic,
herbs and spices. Did we say
DILL???? It's the DILL that makes it
delicious. Drop a dollop into your
baked potato, or add to cream cheese
to spread on a warm toasted bagel.
Thin it with a little mayonnaise and
milk and make a fresh salad dressing.
NO MSG.
Delicious Dill Dip and Dressing Mix
Packet (0.5 ounce, 14g)
$4.50

#1 HONEY
The Salt Table's Raw Georgia
Wildflower Honey is obtained from
the wild plants and trees located near
the creeks and rivers along Georgia's
beautiful coast, including gallberry
shrubs, white tupelo and gum trees,
white holly bushes, and flavored in
minor amounts from scrub palmetto.
It is a natural blend and is much
desired for its subtle flavors and its
characteristics to wild honey. You will
be very pleased with this honey. It's
the perfect answer for honey lovers
who crave natural flavor.
COASTAL GEORGIA WILDFLOWER
HONEY
Little Bear (1.5 ounce)
$3.75
Sweet and delicious wildflower
honey from Coastal Georgia!

Glass Jar w/Cork

$10.95

Sweet and delicious wildflower
honey from Coastal Georgia!

#1 OIL INFUSED BLEND
100% Natural Salt Table Signature
Infused Oils! We now offer two sizes
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for our Infused Oils as as well as
Balsamic Vinegars. Note: A
corkscrew is required to open the
cruet size. Check out The Salt Table's
line of signature infused oils. They're
perfect for gift giving and for bringing
new flavors to your meals! They come
in a collectable cruet that is corked,
or in a tall, elegant bottle with
reusable spout. The cruets are cork
sealed and hand waxed to ensure
freshness. Note: A corkscrew is
required to open, sold separately.
These quality oils are excellent for
cooking or on salads and they will
add a flavorful flair to all your meals.
They are crafted from the freshest
ingredients and contain no artificial
flavors or colors.
ROASTED GARLIC AND ROSEMARY
INFUSED OIL
Collectable Cruet (8 ounce) $12.95
Elegant Tall Bottle (12 ounce)$16.95

#1 INFUSED SALT
With a taste only for the very daring,
this Salt is the hottest Salt in the
world! Made from pure, unrefined sea
Salt and the Naga Jolokia pepper, this
Salt has a spicy hot flavor that is
without compare. Named for one of
the most venomous snakes in India,
this pepper, also known as the King
Cobra Chili, has a blazing heat that is
out of this world. For some flaming
flavor, sprinkle over chicken wings,
chili, or your fajitas, but beware this
Salt bites back! Ingredients: Natural
sea salt, Naja Jolokia pepper.
GHOST PEPPER SALT
Packet (1.0 ounces, 28g)
$3.95
100ml Bottle (3.5 ounces, 99g)$8.95
200ml Bottle (6.5 ounces,
$16.95
184g)

#1 INFUSED SUGAR
Naturally infused cane sugar! Bring
back warm memories of childhood
with this classic cinnamon and sugar
flavor combination. Made with real
Korjintie Cinnamon, this gourmet
cinnamon sugar adds a spicy sweet
dimension to any meal. DUE TO
COVID-19 SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES
WE ARE NOT ABLE TO GET OUR
CUTE BOTTLES AT THIS TIME SO
WILL BE SWITCHING TO A JAR
WHEN THE BOTTLES RUN OUT. THE
AMOUNT OF THE SUGAR IN THE
BOTTLE WILL BE THE SAME
WHETHER IT IS A JAR OR A BOTTLE.
CINNAMON SUGAR
Packet (1.0 ounces, 28g)
$2.95
PET Jar (4.0 ounces, 113g) $7.95

#1 INTERNATIONAL SALT
Salt Table's 100% Natural Himalayan
Pink Salt- Fine Grain! A truly
phenomenal flavor-enhancing mineral
salt! We use this salt in several of our
best selling blends as well! 100%
natural, Himalayan Pink Salt is one of
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the purest salts available on earth.
Mined from deep in the Himalayan
Mountains, this salt crystallized more
than 200 million years ago and
remains protected from modern-day
pollution and impurities. It contains
more than 84 trace minerals and none
of the additives or aluminum
compounds found in refined table salt
.Himalayan Pink Salt comes in
varying hues, ranging from
translucent white to fleshy pink to
clear red. Add color and conversation
to your table. Uses: Use as your
regular cooking salt and also your
table salt, it does what salt is
intended to do, enhance the flavor of
food not just make it salty. We've
added new sizes, including our
pocket salt size, so you can take your
new, favorite salt with you wherever
you dine.
Himalayan Pink Salt, Fine Grain
100ml Bottle-4.0 ounces (113g)$5.16
200ml Bottle-8.0 ounces (226g)$8.42
Bulk Bag-10.0 ounces (282g) $7.12
Bulk Bag-5.0 ounces (141g) $4.51
Packet-1.0 ounces (28g)
$1.91

#1 LOOSE TEA
The Salt Table has a great line of
quality black teas that are sure to
please! Custom blended by hand, the
flavors are wonderful, refreshing and
smooth. Black teas do have caffeine.
Black tea with a peach chaser. Add
fresh lemon and ice for a perfect
summertime iced tea!
FRESH PEACH BLACK TEA
3 ounces(85g)
$8.95

#1 No Salt (Salt Free)
Seasoning Blend
No Salt! Great Taste! The Most
Popular No Salt blend produced by
The salt table. This blend was
designed for an non-profit
organization know as Mission: Hope,
formerly Rivers of the World. It helps
less fortunate people living in villages
located in third world countries
around the world. We named this salt
free blend after our friend, the
founder, who calls himself the OLD
MAN. He wanted to decrease his salt
intake and still bring out the best
flavor in his favorite dishes. We took
the challenge and designed this blend
to burst with flavor and also added a
grinder top instead of a shaker top.
That makes a real difference! So,
enjoy your favorites salt free and guilt
free!!! Ingredients: Old Man River No
Salt Blend is a proprietary blend of
minced onion, black peppercorns,
minced garlic, chive, shallot, green
onion and oregano, and no added
salt.
OLD MAN RIVER BLEND
1.5 ounce (Refill Bag)
$5.95
1.5 ounce Bottle w/reusable $8.95
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grinder top

#1 PEPPER PRODUCT
Our Peppercorn Medley is a wonder
blend of FIVE different peppercorns.
It is very versatile and great on fish
and chicken and especially great on
red meats. 100% natural and 100%
awesome. Not only can this be used
anywhere in place of your average
fine black pepper, but this blend has
an incredible aroma, and by far a
more complex flavor. It is wonderful
on fish and chicken and especially
great on red meats. Ingredients:
Telicherry black peppercorns, green
peppercorns, Montok white
peppercorns and Baies rose (pink
peppercorns), Sichuan pepper.
PEPPERCORN MEDLEY IN GRINDER
BOTTLE
Packet (1.5 ounces, 42g)
$4.95
Grinder Bottle (2.0 ounces,56g)$7.95

#1 POPCORN
Amish Rainbow Popcorn! This is a
fun popcorn for people who can t
make up their minds. It's a unique
blend of several of our popcorn
varieties, great for eating or
decorating your counter tops. The 8
oz. bag is perfect for popping a few
batches. All of our Amish popcorn is
NON-GMO. Which means it hasn' t
been genetically modified. That is
about as natural as you can get!
AMISH RAINBOW POPCORN
Bag (8.0 ounces,226g)
$3.95

#1 Seasoning in a Grinder
Bottle
We're proud to say that The Salt
Table' s All Round Good Grinder
Blend is the best multi-use seasoning
blend anywhere. In fact, this is the
blend that Carol developed as a gift
for friends and it ended up launching
the Salt Table brand. Our loyal fans
now claim it is the best all purpose
seasoning blend ever made. We
believe them because they purchase
countless bottles every year since
our opening on July 4th 2011. We
ship bottles to every state and the All
Round Good Grinder Blend is
enjoyed around the world. Good
news, 6.0 ounce large size bottle is
back in stock!!!!! Remember , these
bottles are refillable and the grinder
will last through multiple uses before
getting worn out. All Round Good
Grinder Blend is a proprietary blend
of Himalayan Salt, peppercorns,
garlic, onion, parsley, cayenne
pepper, crushed red pepper, chili
powder, cumin, oregano, and other
flavors. This amazing seasoning
blend is good on just about
everything! On steaks, as a rub with
olive oil. Mix directly into hamburger
for the best burgers you have ever
had on eggs, veggies, fresh salads
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you name it. You won' t be
disappointed and, your guests will
think you are a food magician! That' s
because The Salt Table All Round
Good Grinder Blend is the best all
purpose seasoning blend
ALL 'Round Good Grinder Blend (#1
Overall)
Grinder Bottle (3.0 ounce)
$8.95
Grinder Bottle (6.0 ounce,
$16.95
170g)
Refill Bag (3.0 ounces)
$6.95
Large Refill Bag (6.0 ounces) $11.95

#1 SEASONING IN A
SHAKER BOTTLE
This blend was named a FLAVOR OF
THE STATE, by Georgia Travel
magazine. Try it soon and you'll
understand why. Soon after Carol and
Dave opened their first Salt Table
shop in Historic Savannah they met
with Joe Marinelli and his Visit
Savannah Team, Savannah's visitor's
bureau. The goal was to develop a
seasoning blend that would give
potential visitors from around the
world a culinary head start. Or, as Joe
put it, Put a little South in their mouth.
So, Carol got busy and created
several awesome seasoning blends
for consideration. All were excellent,
but the winner was Savannah Grillin'
Blend. It was an instant hit not only
with potential visitors, but it was
highly praised by Salt Table
customers. Thanks Joe! Savannah
Grillin' Blend continues to be our best
selling rub to this very day! So good
it was chosen by Visit Savannah to
represent Savannah around the
world! Southern goodness in a bottle
100% natural and hand blended. The
perfect blend of sweet and heat, just
rub it into your favorite cuts of beef or
pork before grilling for a flavorful
finish and a touch of coffee! The
Tybee Island Coastal Blend is another
amazing blend developed for Visit
Savannah's sister organization, Visit
Tybee Island. Ingredients: Sugar,
Himalayan salt, chili pepper, garlic,
onion, smoked paprika, espresso
bean, cumin, jalapeno powder, clove,
cayenne pepper, crushed red pepper,
sage
Savannah Grillin' Blend
1 ounce Bag
$3.95
100ml Bottle (25 ounces)
$8.95
6 ounce Bag
$11.95

#1 SMOKED SALT
This is the real deal! Smoked Bacon
brings a "WOW" factor to your meats,
salads, eggs, and any food This
combines the two things your taste
buds can't get enough of: salt and
bacon. It captures the savory, guilty
pleasure flavor of bacon with the
perfect amount of sea salt. Add this
to any food because everyone knows
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everything's better with bacon. Uses:
Eggs, grits, salads, popcorn, chicken,
steak and, surprisingly, it makes a
killer Bloody Mary. Ingredients: Sea
salt and natural bacon flavor smoked
over real alder wood. This is not a
vegan product. Who doesn't love
bacon! This combines the two things
your taste buds can't get enough of:
salt and bacon. It captures the
savory, guilty pleasure flavor of
bacon with the perfect amount of sea
salt. Add this to any food because
everyone knows everything s better
with bacon. USES: Eggs, grits,
salads, popcorn, chicken, steak and,
surprisingly, it makes a killer Bloody
Mary. Ingredients: Sea salt and
natural bacon flavor smoked over real
alder wood. This is not a vegan
product.
SMOKED BACON SALT
Coarse Grain (200ml, 7.5
$18.95
ounces, 212g) Grinder
Coarse Grain Bag (3 ounce) $5.95
Refill Bag
Coarse Grain Bottle (4 ounce) $9.95
Fine Grain Bottle (200ml, 7.5 $16.95
ounces, 212g)
Fine Grain Packet (1 ounce) $3.95
Fine Grain Bottle (4 ounce)
$8.95

#1 SNACK
Premium crackers with Salt Table
Seasoning ready to eat and
completely addictive (hence the
"crack" er)! What a fun way to have a
snack! We've seasoned all natural
oyster crackers with our very own
Savannah proprietary seasonings and
buttermilk, tossed with canola oil and
made them completely delicious!
Choose the Summer Salt flavor for a
savory treat and the Raging River for
a spicy bite. Order both for whatever
mood you are in! But note, they're so
good you will want more. Contains:
wheat, milk, soy
Raging River Snacker Cracker
River Raging Bag (3 ounce
$3.95
Summer Salt Bag (3 ounce) $3.95
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